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THE ROLE OF SYNTAX

IN THE VERSIFICATION OF IS 65:13-25

- J.TA.G.M. van Ruiten -
Groningen

In this article we start with the arrangement of Is 65. We will give a

summery of the status questiones. Hereafter we will concentrate our study on

the second part of the chapter: Is 65:13-25. By means of a description of the

prosodic, syntactic and semantic data of the text, we shall try to find a sound

arrangement of the text in colons, lines, strophes and stanza. Questions at the

background of this study are to what extent the poetic and syntactic struc-

tures are interrelated and whether the rules for the poetic arrangement of a

text can be formalized in a way that they can be filed into a database.

Is 65:13-25 is part of a larger piece of text, namely Is 65. As for the

genre, this chapter can be considered an alternation of words of judgement

and of salvation. The classical prophecy announced both judgement and

salvation to all the people. In Is 65 this form has been changed in a way that

judgement is announced to the wicked and salvation to the faithful. In this

way, the prophet establishes distinction among the people.

Because of the alternation of words of judgement and of salvation, Is 65 is

structured as follows1:

1 J. FISCHER, In welcher Schrift lag das Buch Isaias den LXX vorl

Ein textkritische Studie (BZAW 56), Giessen 1930; K. ELLIGER, Deuterojesaja

in seinem Verhliltnis zu Tritojesaja (BWANT 4/11), Stuttgart 1933, 32ff.; J. MU-

ILENBURG and H.S. COFFIN, The Book of Isaiah. Chapters 40-66, in: The In-

terpreter's Bible, Vol. 5, Nashville 198236 (=19561),381-773; G. FOHRER, Das

BuchJesaja (3 Vol.) (ZBK), ZUrich 1960-64; C.WESTERMANN,Das BuchJesaja.

Kilpitel40-66 (AID 19), Gottingen 1966, 316-326; K. PAURITSCH, Die neue Ge-

meinde: Gott sammelt Ausgestossene und Anne (Jesaia 56-66) (AnBib 47), Rome

1971, 171ff.; E. SEHMSDORF, Studien zur Redaktionsgeschichte von Jes 56-66,



1-7: Wordr of Judgement to the Wicked (1-5: accusation; 6-7: ver-

dict)

8-10: Wordr of Salvation to the Faithful

11-12: Wordr of Judgment to the Wicked (l1ab: accusation; 12aa:

verdict; 12ap-b: accusation)

13-16: Juxtaposition of Wordr of Salvation to the Faithfuld and of

Judgement to the Wicked

17-25:Wordr of Salvation to the Faithful

First we would like to deal with the question how the seperate genre

critical parts of Is 65 form together a unity. Exegetes give several answers.

Elliger (1933) conciders Is 65 as three prophetic sayings (v. 1-7, v. 8-12

and v. 13-25) linked up with each other, because a messenger formula is used

in v. 8aa' (mil" ,~~ il~) and in v. 13aa (mil""J'~,~~ il~ p?) and a
concluding formula in v. 7aa" and in v. 25bP (il'il" '~~). Each saying has an
introduction and a conclusion, and can thus be distinguished from each other.

The first saying (v. 1-7) does not open with a messenger formula, but it does

have a concluding formula in v. 7aa. This saying contains the first word of

judgement. The second saying (v. 8-12) does open with a messenger formula,

but lacks a concluding formula. It consists of a word of salvation (v. 8-10) and

a word of judgement (v. 11-12). The last saying (v. 13-25) has both an intro-

ductory and a concluding formula. It contains the juxtaposition of words of

judgement and of salvation (v. 13-16) and words of salvation (v. 17-25). The

second and the third saying, which are both introduced by a messenger's for-

mula, agree with one another in nature. Both have the connection of words of

salvation to the servants and words of judgement to the wicked (auditors).

Pauritsch (1971) isolates v. 1 and v. 24 from the context and attributes

these to the redactor, who made his theological conception of this chapter

clear. He regards v. 25 as a apocalyptic addition. V. 2-23 forms a unit compos-

ed of three strophes: v. 2-10, v. 11-16 and v. 17-23. The fIrst two strophes

(v. 2-10 and v. 11-16) are parallel of structure. The fIrst part of each strophe

dilates upon the auditors' present situation (v. 1-7 and v. 11-12: accusation and

verdict), while the second part of each strophe contains promise and hope for

the servants (v. 8-10 and v. 13-16). According to Pauritsch the emphasis is al-

ways on the second part of the strophe, which is therefore always introduced

by the messenger's formula. The third strophe is a detailed description of the

ZAW 84(1972)517-576; P.-E. BONNARD, Le Second Isai"e.Son disciple et leurs

editeurs. Isai"e40-66 (EB), Paris 1972, 458-477; A. SCHOORS, Jesaja (BOT IX),

Roermond 1972, 377-383; P.O. HANSON, The Dawn of Apocalyptic, Philadelphia

1975, 134f. 143f.; R.N. WHYBRA Y, Isaiah 40-66 (NCeB), London 1975, 266-279;

R. MARTIN-ACHARD, L'esperance des croyants face a la mort selon Esaie
65,16c-25 et selon Daniel 12,1-4,RHPhR 69(1979)439-451.



tidings of hope and promise.

Bonnard (1972) distinguishes two parts is Is 65: v. 1-12 and v. 13-25,

which he subdivides as follows: v. 1-12 consists of v. 1-7 (the rebels) and v.

8-12 (the servants and the rebels), whereas v. 13-25 consists of v. 13-16ap

(the servants and the rebels) en v. 16b-25 (the servants). Bonnard points out

the chiastic arrangement of the material of Is 65, in a sense that the second

subdivision of the ftrst part (v. 8-12) and the fIrst subdivision of the second

part (v. 13-16b) are both characterized by a juxtaposition of the words of sal-

vation and of judgment, whereas the fIrst subdivision of the fIrst part (v. 1-7)

only contains words of judgment, which correlates with the second subdivision

of the second part (v. 16b-25), containing only words of salvation.

Hanson (1975) points out a number of stylistic details which make a close

connection between the several genre critical parts of Is 65. In the fIrst place,

he draws attention to the inclusion of v. 1-2 and v. lOb. The contrast with

respect to the content causes this inclusion: a rebellious people" (v. Za":

"'0 017)"who did not ask for me" (v. 1a': ,t,NtziN't,t,), whereas "I was
ready to be sought" (la': 'lntzi"J), is contrasting with v. lOb: "for my people

who have sought me" ('l~,tzi" ,tziN 'l~17t,).V. 1 opens with a form of the

verb "tzi, while v. 10 ends with it. Thus the fIrst part (v. 1-7: words of jud-

gement to the wicked) and the second part (v. 8-10: words of salvation to the

faithful) are connected.

In the second place, Hanson indicates the connection between the second

(v. 8-10: words of salvation to the faithful) and the third part (v. 11-12: words

of judgement to the wicked). The connection is shown in the following con-

trast:

9a"

lOb

11a'

11a"

'l,it tzi"'l (an inhfSritorof my mountains)
'l~,tzi" ,tziN 'l~17' (for my people who have sought me)
it~,'l 'l~t17CnN' (but you who forsake the Lord)
'ltzl,p 'it-nN o'ln~tzlit «but you) who forget my holy mountain)

There is a contrast with respect to content between A and A' as well as

between B and B'. Besides, the way the different elements are spread over the

lines shows a chiastic structure.

Hanson also points out the contrast between v. 12ap and v. 24. V. 24

("Before they call I will answer, while they are yet speaking I will hear") is a

literal reversal of v. 12ap ("Because, when I called you dit not answer, when I

spoke, you did not listen"). Thus, in this description of the structure of Is 65

by means of stylistic facts, Hanson indicates the close connection between the

ftve genre critical parts.

We have pointed out that Pauritsch singles v. 1 and v. 24 out from the

context and relates these to one another, whereas Hanson indicates the con-

trast between v. 12 and v. 24. We would emphasize the relationship between

these three lines (v. 1, v. 12 and v. 24). They form, so to speak, the frame-



Is 65:13-25, which we will restrict to, is syntactically speaking a unit. It

consists of direct speech, containing an introductory (v. 13a) and a concluding

formula (v. 25bP). From a genre critical point of view, this unit consists of

two parts.The first part (v. 13-16) consists of the juxtaposition of words of

judgement and of salvation, whereas the second part (v. 17-25) purely consists

of words of salvation. The structure of the second part gives some problems.

Exegetes does not agree with respect to its beginning and its ending. The

problems with the definition of the units are connected with the fact that

here the classic form of the oracle is no longer recognizable.

Some exegetes regard v. 17 as the opening of the second part and v. 16b

falling within the previous part. V. 16b forms the conclusion of v. 11-16 [K.

Pauritsch (1971); A. Schoors (1972)], of v. 13-16ap [J. Fischer (1939); W.

Kessler (1960)] or of v. 15-16b [J. Muilenburg (1956); G. Fohrer (1964)]. Ac-

cording to others, however, either v. 16a [Elliger (1933)] or v. 16b is the be-

ginning of a new pericope (v. 16b - 23/25) [C. Westermann (1966), P.-E. Bon-

nard (1972); E. Sehmsdorff (1972) en RW. Whybray (1975)]. R Martin-Achard

(1979) considers v. 16b as a link between v. 13-16a and v. 17-25. It concludes

the preceding and introduces the following part. This is also pointed out by

Pauritsch and Hanson.

The problems of the position of v. 16 turns up in the commentary of

Hanson (1975). When reading his comment on the text, one cannot get away

from the impression that he interchanges a number of structures. He calls v.

13-25 a separate unit (blessing and curse)2, but he calls v. 17-25 a unit as wel

(the new epoch)3. Besides, Hanson seems to count v. 16b as belonging to the

preceding part (v. 13-15), while on the other hand he brackets v. 16b and v.

17-25 together4•

Westermann (1966) goes explicitely into the position of v. 16b. The word

'l~ at the beginning of v. 16b has both a causal and a concluding function.

With respect to the content v. 16b fits in completely with v. 17-25, and not

with v. 13-15. According to Westermann, Is 65:1-16ap is characterized by the

HANSON, o.C., 154.

HANSON, o.C., 155.

HANSON, o.C., 157.



contrast between the wicked and the servants and by the destiny of both

groups, whereas Is 65:16b-25 would involve a different antithesis: the distress

of the past compared to the salvation to come. Westermann intends to maintain

the causal character of the word ,~ that opens v. 16b, by placing the cry for

joy in v. 18a even before v. 16b.

Sehmsdorff (1972) too counts v. 16b as part of v. 17-25. In his study of

the redaction history Is 56-66 he gives a description of the structure of Is

65:16b-25, based on the content of the text. The first part of tekst Is

65:16c-25 includes v. 16b (I. v. 16b-19: Promise; 16b: forget the former

troubles), and its content is linked up with v. 17b (and the former things shall

not be remembered).

The end of the second part of Is 65:13-25 is also problematic. Does this

unit end in v. 23 [pauritsch (1971); Whybray (1975)], in v. 24 [Westermann

(1966); Sehmsdorff (1972); - with some hesitation: Bonnard (1972); Martin-

Achard (1979)], or in v. 25 [Elliger 1933); Fohrer (1964)]?

Elliger (1933) considers Is 65:13-25 as a separate prophetic saying with an

opening formula (v. 13aa: mit' 'ji~ i~~ it~ 1~")and a concluding formula
(v. 25b!3: it,it' i~~).

Westermann (1966) suggests that, originally, v. 17a and v. 25 did not be-

long to the oracle Is 65:16b-25. The creation of a new heaven and a new earth

is given concrete form to in the creation of "Jernsalem to be a rejoicing, and

her people a joy" (v. 18b). The creation of a new world only involves Jerusa-

lem and Juda. According to Westermann this is a contradiction. This means

that either the author has not been aware of this contradiction, or the op-

ening text of v. 17a and the conclusion of v. 25 (by a later redactor) have

changed the original oracle of salvation to Jerusalem and Juda into an

apocalyptic portrayal.

Pauritsch (1971) isolates v. 1 and v. 24 from the context, and regards

these as the redactor's addition in order to make the theological conception of

this chapter clear. He regards v. 25 as an apocalyptic addition and v. 2-23 as a

unit, composed of three strophes: v. 2-10, v. 11-16 and v. 17-23.

Hanson (1975) points out the contrast between v. 12cd and v. 24. V. 24

("Before they call I will answer, while they are yet speaking I will hear") is a

literal inversion of v. 12cd ("Because, when I called, you did not answer, when

I spoke, you did not listen").

The arguments to link up v. 16 as a whole of just v. 16b with the pre-

vious or the the following text, mostly concern the content. The arguments to

link up v. 24-25 with v. 16b/17-23 also concern the content, and are focussed

on the genesis of the chapter. Whybray (1975) points out that a structure with

respect to the content may come into conflict with a syntactic structure. V.



16b, for instance, is thematically more linked with the following than with the

preceding text, but syntactically the verse is isolateds.

We think it useful to define the structure of Is 65:13-25 not only with

respect to content, but with respect to other textual data as well. In our opi-

nion, a text is not merely structured by facts concerning content and theme.

The whole of rythmic, grammatical-syntactic and semantic elements of a text is

essential for the nature of its composition6•

In this article, we shall try to find a convincing structure of Is 65:13-25

by means of the prosodic, syntactic and semantic information of the text. The

position of v. 16b and of v. 24-25 form the starting point of our investigation.

One can either consider v. 16b a part of the preceding text (v. 13-16aP), or

include it in the following (v. 17-25). The demarcation at v. 13 (and not, for

instance at either, v. 14 v. 15 or v. 16) is made for prosodic and syntactic

reasons. In the syntactic hierarchy of the clauses there is a new starting point

at v. 13, and therefore v. 13 belongs to a higher level than the preceding li-

nes. V. 13b-25b are imbedded in v. 13a. They can be read without interruption.

We will account for this in the continuation of this article.

We start from a description of the hierarchy of the clauses, which we

have formulated in dialogue with the Werkgroep Infonnatica. We will also try

to apply several achievements put forward by Harm van Grol in his inquiry

into the versification of classical Hebrew7• Elsewhere in this volume, Van Grol

explains the function of syntax in the versification of Hebrew poetry. I will

follow Van Grol's method as far as possible.

5 Anyway, Whybray's solution, following Westermann, (to place v. 18a

before v. 16b), seems too easy in our opinion.

6 The need to include all textual information in a structuration of the

text is urgently argued by H.W.M. VAN GROL, De versbouw in het klassiek

Hebreeuws. Fundamentele verkenningen. Deel een: Metriek, Amsterdam 1986.

Docteral thesis Katholieke Theologische Universiteit Amsterdam. Cf.: J.TA.G.M.

VAN RUITEN, Het breukvlak tussen de tweede en de derde Jesaja. Het verband

van Jes 56:1-8 met Jes 55:1-13, mede tegen de achtergrond van de middeleeuw-

se Joodse uitleg, Amsterdam 1984 (thesis KTUA), l09ff. Hanson gives the pro-

sodic elements of Is 65, but as it contains no further clarification, the account

keep floating in the air.

7 Here I want to refer particularly to H.W.M. van Grol's dissertation

(see n. 6).



We start the presentation of our investigation into the prosodic and syn-

tactic structure with a reproduction of Is 65:13-25 in a colometric and strophic

structure. This structure is,in fact, the outcome of our research. Apart from

the reproduction of the text, we will give the accentual pattern of each line:

4 jm'l'l 'l~i~ i~~-i"I~ l~? 13aa

3+2 '~11iMQM~'/ '?~~'l 'li~11mi"l 13ap

3+2 '~~~MQM~'I 'MfZi'l'li~11mi"l 13a)'

3+2 ifZi~MQM~'/ 'Ti~fz1'l'li~11mi"l 13b

4+3+3 I ~? ~~~~ 'P11~MQM~'/ ~? ~,~~ '~~i 'li~11mi"l 14

'?'l?'lMmi i~fZi~'

4+3+3 I 'li'lTi~? i"I11'~fZi? Q~~fZiCMmm 15

"'IMK c'liN1 ,,,:IlJ',, IM\" 'l"lN"1n~M1
3+3 l~~ 'li"l?~~ i~.M'l/ ~i~~ ~i?M~i"I itzl~ 16aa

3+2 l~~ 'lry?~~ ~tzl'l/~ ~?11 tzl~m 16ap

3+3 / M'~tzl~ii"lM'i~i"I ~tzl~'l~ 16b

'l~'l11~'iMO~'l~'

2+2+2 i"IfZiiTiri~' / Q'lfZiiTiQ'l~fZiI ~i'~ 'l~~i"I-'l~ 17a

3+3 ~?-?17m'l?11M~?, IM'~fZi~ii"li"I~i~tM~?, 17b

2+2+2 ~i'~ 'l~~ifZi~ I i11-'li11'?'l)' / 'fz1'lfz1-c~-'l~ 18a

2+2+2 I i"I?'l)Q?fZi'i'l-M~I ~i'~ 'l~~i"I'l~ 18b

fz1'fz1~i"I~11'
2+2 'l~11~'lMfz1fz1,I Q?fZi'i'l~'lM?)' 19a

3+3 i"Ip11t?'P' 'l~~ ?'p I i'11 i"I~11~fZi'l-~?' 19b

3+4 I Q'l~'l?'11i'11 cfZi~i"I'li"l'l-~? lOa

''l~'l-M~ ~?~'l-~? ifZi~ lpn

4+4 ~~'~'l m~ i"I~~-]; i11~i"I'l~ lOb

p'l mtzli"I~~-l ~~'Tim

3+4 / '~fZi'l1Q'lM~,~~, 21

C'li~' ~~, Q'l~i~ '11~~'

3+3 ?~~'l iTi~' '11~'l~ / ~fZi'liTi~' '~~'l~? 22a

4+4 'li'lTi~ '?~'l Ci"I'li'li"Ifz111~'/ 'l~11'l~'lf11i"1'l~'l~-'l~ 22b

2+3 i"I?i"I~?'i?'l ~?, I P'li? '11)'l'l~? 23a
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4+3 I i1~i1mi1" ":;)'i~ .uTi ":;) 23b

CM~Ci1"~~~~'

4+4 I i1)1!~")~' '~~"-CitQ i1"i1, 24

.u~to~")~' C"~ ~ Ci1.".u

4+4+3 11~gr,:;)~",!p~:;)i1"i~' I "M~:;),.ui" i1r,tQ,~~T 25a
'~M i£).u toM)'

3+2 "ru"p ii1-r,:;)~I 'M"Mru"-~r",.ui"-~r, 25b

2 i1,i1" i~~ 25c

Following Van Grol's investigation, our research of the prosodic structure

of Is 65:13-25, with special attention paid to the relation of the clauses, will

be carried out in four stages. We will go through the text four times, each

time on a different prosodic level: 1. the operation from clause into colon

(section 4.2); 2. the operation from colon into line (section 4.3); 3. the opera-

tion from line into strophe (section 4.4) and 4. the operation from strophe into

stanza (section 4.5).

Van Grol lists a number of fundamental rwes for the operation from

clause into colon. These rwes involve the number of stresses in each clause

and the syntactic hierarchy of the clauses. Before starting the very operation,

we showd bring up the accentuation and the syntactic hierarchy.

We present the syntax of Is 65:13-25 according to their hierarchy and the

number of accents in each clause. After the reproduction of the syntactic

hierarchy, we shall discuss the problems of this hierarchy and of the accentua-

tion.

Number of accents
1

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

The sy~tactic hierarchy
1:;)' 13.1

mi1" ")"~ i~~ i1:' 13.2
,r,:;)~"""~17 mi1 . 13.3

'~17iMcn~, 13.4

,nru" ""~17 mi1 13.5

'~~~MCM~' 13.6

'M~fZ1"""~17mi1 13.7

itd:m cn~, 13.8



:b :m~~,~~.,".,~vmM
~t, ~~:l~ 'pv~n cn~,

,t,,,t,"n m., .,~tzi~,
"""M~t,MV'~tzit,C:l~tziCnM~m

M'Tt" ,,~.,~ ,n"~m
"M~CtD ~"p".'''1~v'',

.,tD~ . .
r"~~,.,~n~M. . . . .
lb~ "Mt,k~ ,.,~n" .. . ., . . . . .
r"~~V~tzi~M. . . . . . .
1~~"Mt,~~ V~tD" . . . . .

n'~tzi~"Mn'''~M 'M:ltzi~":l
,,~"V~,.,no~":l,

Mtzi.,Mr"~'C"tzi"Mc"~tzi~.,~ "~~M":l
n'~~N"Mm.,:ltn ~?, .
~" t,V MJ"t,Vn~?, .

'fz1"fz1 C~ ":l
.,V ".,v ,t,,,),

~.,,~ ,,~~.,tzi~ ..
fz1'fz1~M~V'Mt,,,) C?tzi"" n~ ~.,,~ "~~M":l

c"tzi,.,,,~"nt,), .
,,~V~ "nfz1fz1,

MpVf ?'P' ":l~?'p .,'V M~ l!~tzi"~?,
C"~" ~'V.,'V CtD~M"M" ~t,

lpn .
,,,~,,n~~?~"~?.,tzi~ ..
n,~" mtzi M~~1~"V~M":l
t,?P" mtzi M~~1~~~'Mm

c"n~,~~,
,~tzi'" . .
C"~":l'V~~,

C".,!) ,t,:l~' .L'
,~~" ~7

~tzi""M~' . .
'V~"~t,

t,:l~""M~'
,,~V"~,,rVM "~":l":l

"""M~,t,~"OM".,,, Mfz1v~,
V".,t, 'V)"" ~t,

Mt,M~t,,.,t,,, ~t"
M~MM'M"":l'''~Vf., ":l

cn~CM"~~~~'
M"m

2

3 -

3

3

6

3

3

2

2

3

6

2

2

6

4

1

3

4

4

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

4

4

2

3

4

3

1

14.1

14.2

14.3

15.1

15.2

15.3

16.1

16.2

16.3

16.4

16.5

16.6

16.7

16.8

17.1

17.2

17.3

18.1

18.2

18.3

18.4

19.1

19.2

19.3

20.1

20.2

20.3

20.4

20.5

21.1

21.2

21.3

21.4

22.1

22.2

22.3

22.4

22.5

22.6

, 23.1

23.2

23.3

23.4

24.1



'~iP"OitQ
mV~"J~' .

O"~i~ OiTi'V ..
V~W~ "J~' . . .
in~~ 'Vi" iTt,tQ,~~t
l~ne,~~"ii'~~iT""'!~'

,~, i5)V tDnJ'
'Vi"~e,

"Wip iiT e,~~m"nw"~e"

24.2
24.3

24.4

24.5

25.1

25.2

25.3
25.4

25.5

25.6

The rhythm of Trito Isaiah is known to be problematic. It seems to be

more irregular than that of the other prophets. It includes colons of four ac-

cents, as well as colons of two accents. Still, we involve the metrical details

in our investigation.

The number of stresses of each clause is reproduced in the column next

to the text. The following rules apply to the accentuation8•

In nearly all clauses we can apply the base rule, that each graphic unit

in the TM counts for one word and that every word has one stress.

Monosyllabic words are more complicated ..For those a number of specific

rules have been formulated:

1. A particle is counted along with the next following noun, verb or

particle lit'e e6ltBt841as a word-complex, if at least one of the two is monosyl-

labic. A word-complex is a group of words joined together and bearing one ac-

cent. The following examples may be noted in Is 65:13-25: 6x ~e,(20.1, 2Q.3,
22.1, 22.3, 23.1, 25.4), 7x ,,~ (16.7, 17.1, 18.1, 18.4, 20.4, 22.5, 23.3), 1x 'V

(17.3), 2x n~ (18.4, 20.3). The same applies for OitQ(24.2). We regard OitQas
a monsyllabic word.

2. A constructive or adjective word-grsup is viewed as a word-complex

under the condition that the first word is m0!\Syllabic and· the word-group does

not exceed four syllables, or under the condition that the· second word is

monosyllabic and the word-group does not exceed three syllables. The following

forms in Is 65:13-25 "lay be noted in the first category: 15.3 (in~ OW), 19.3
("~~ e,'P), 20.1 (O"~""V), 20.4 (iT~~P),2Q.5(iT~~1~),25.5 ("Wii' iiT);
the following in the second category: 14.1 (~, ~,tQ~), 14.2 (~~ ~~~~), 18.2

8 See: VAN GROL (1986): 144f.;Cf.: H.W.M. VAN GROL, Classical He-

brew Metrics and Zephaniah 2-3, in: W. VAN DER MEER - J.C. DE MOOR

(eds.), The Structural Analysis of Biblical and Canaanite Poetry (JSOT 40),

Sheffield 1988, 186-206.



Clause 13.1-2 forms the introduction to the text. Clauses 13.3 - 25.5 are

embedded in clauses 13.1-2. In clause 25.6, the text returns to the level of

13.1-2. Clauses 13.1-2 and 25.6 form as it were the framework of the text.

Clauses 13.3-14.3 form the first sequence of clauses, connected by a com-

bination of coordination and embedding. There is a clause relationship between

13.3, 13.5, 13.7 and 14.1. They are connected by coordination. These clauses are

formally identical. Identity regards the words and their parts of speech used

between the clause. There is also clause relationship between 13.3 and 13.4,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

are each time connected by the conjunction" Clauses 13.3-14.3 show a stere-
otype pattern in which each clause is introduced by 'l.,:l11 mit (13.3; 13.5; 13.7;

14.1), while each second clause is introduced by CMN' (13.4; 13.6; 13.8; 14.2).

The meaning of each second clause is adversative to the fIrst clause. At the

end of the sequence, we fInd a varation on the pattern, in a sense that clause

14.3 can be seen as a chiastic extension of clause 14.2. The unity of this

sequence is reinforced by the fact that these are all compound nominal clauses

(CNC), the verbs in which are invariably imperfects. The use of the adverbium

itJit, the pronomina and suffixes of the first and second person, as well as

the use of the imperfect, indicate an elocution, involved in the actual situation

of the speaker9•

The next sequence of clauses (clauses 15.1-16.6) is embedded in the pre-

ceding clauses. The alternate use of mit and CMN' is abondoned clause 15.1.

The clause type changes also. Here the CNC (clauses 13.2-14.3) gives way to

the verbal clause (VC). The verbal form changes also. In clause 15.1 we fInd a

perfect consecutive instead of the imperfect. This possibly indicates a result10•

Thus, we interpret clause 15.1 as a result of clauses 13.3-14.3 Strictly speak-

ing, clause 15.1 is connected with clause 14.3 by the conjunction" However,

the clauses 13.2-14.3 form a unit. Therefore, we interpret clause 15.1 as the

result of 13.2-14.3 together.

Clauses 15.2 and 15.3 provide some difficulty. In 15.2 there is a change of

subject. Up to clause 15.2, the subject is either you or my servants, whereas

in clause 15.2 this is changed into it,it'l 'lJ.,N. As a result, in clause 15.3, we

also see the suffix change from 'l.,:l11 into ''l'':l11. A second difficulty is form-

ed by the object suffix in clause 15.2: 2nd sg. The question is, what does this

9 See: W. SCHNEIDER, Grammatik des biblischen Hebrliisch, Miinchen

1974,roar. 52.4.

o SCHNEIDER, o.c., section 48.3.4.1.



singular suffix refer to. So far, it was a matter of plural groups: OM and

"':117 servants). The singular, therefore, is odd. A solution could be the inter-

pretation of clause 15.2 as direct speech. This would make clause 15.2 the con-

text of the curse in 15.1: "May the Lord JHWH slay you!" In that case, clause

15.2 would be embedded in clause 15.1, and the suffix 2nd sing. would refer to

"j"n:1 (my chosen). This makes clause 15.3 an adversative to 15.1 and 15.2

together. This interpretation is contradicted by the fact that in this clause the

verbal form is a perfect consecutive and not a jussive. It is therefore likely to

interpret clause 15.2 (together with clause 15.3) as an adverative clause in re-

lation to 15.1. In that case clause 15.2 is coordinate to 15.1. The suffix 2nd

sing. is referring to you (pI) in clause 15.1. Clause 15.3 is coordinate to clause

15.2. The coherence of clauses 15.1-3 reads as follows: In that situation (nam-

ely that of clauses 13.3-14.3), you will leave your name as a curse for my

chosen, but the Lord JHWH will slay you, while he will call his servants by

another name. In consequence, the supposed curse of clause 15.2 boomerangs

those who leave their names as a curse.

Clauses 16.1-6 are embedded in clauses 15.1-3. Strictly speaking, clause

16.1 (jtli~) links clauses 15.3 and 16.2-3 together, while clause 16.4 (') forms
the link between clauses 16.5-6 and 16.2-3. As subject clauses, 16.2 and 16.5

are embedded in clauses 16.3 and 16.6 respectively. The compound clause 16.1-3

is coordinate to the compound clause 16.4-6.

Clauses 16.7-8 return to a higher textual level that clauses 15.1-16.6.They

are connected to the mit-clauses 13.3, 13.5, 13.7 and 14.1. ":;' may be inter-

preted as a confIrmation, an exclamation. If this is correct, the clauses are a

commentary on clauses 13.3-14.3. If so we could speak of a coordinate

relationship of clauses 16.7-8 and 13.3-14.3. However, it is also possible to

interpret ":;' causative or consecutive. In that case, it would be more likely

that 16.7-8 are embedded in clauses 13.3-14.3. Clause 16.7 and 16.8 are con-

nected by coordination.

Clause 17.1 has a different subject from clauses 16.7-8. Besides, in clauses

16.7-8 the passive character (nif' a/-forms of the verb) changes into an active
character. The use of hnh makes a connection between 17.1 and 13.2-14.3.

Therefore, clause 17.1 probably returns to a higher syntactic level than 16.811•

Clauses 17.2-18.3 are embedded in clause 17.1 They include the result of

the action, described in clause 17.1. Clauses 17.2-18.2 are connected by coordi-

nation. Clauses 18.1-2 are to be interpreted adversatively in relation with clau-

ses 17.2-3. After the denials of clauses 17.2-3, clause 18.1 introduces the ad-

version (O~ - ":;') It is, however, signifIcant that the adversative clauses con-

tain an imperative form of the verb. Clause 18.3 is embedded in clauses 18.1-

2. It forms a relative clause, introduced by jtli~.

11 If ":;' in the clauses 16.7-8 has an exc1amative function, this would

put clause 17.1 on the same level in the textual hierarchy as clauses 16.7-8.



Clause 18.4 returns to the level of clause 17.1. Both clauses have the

same syntactic structure: ~i'~"I~~il"I:;) followed by two objects.
Clauses 19.1-25.5 are embedded in clause 18.4. These clauses are the

result of the action, described in 18.4. Clauses 19.1 and 19.2 are connected by

coordination. Clause 19.3 is connected with clauses 19.1-2 by the conjunction

l The subject and the verbal form change in clause 19.3. Yet clause 19.3 may

be interpreted as coordinate to clauses 19.1-2. Clause 20.1 is coordinate to

clause 19.3. Clause 20.3 must be interpreted as a complementary embedded

clause in 20.1. Clause 20.4 returns to the level of clause 20.1. Clause 20.5 is

coordinate to clause 20.4. Clause 21.1 is coordinate to clause 20.5. The main

clauses of 20.1-23.4 are connected by coordination, while, in addition to this,

clause 21.2, 21.4, 22.2 and 22.4 are embedded as consecutive clauses in the pre-

ceding main clauses (21.1, 21.3, 22.1 and 22.3 resp.)

Now the question is, in what way clause 24.1 (il"lil') is connected with

the preceding clauses. In case of embedding, the clauses 24.1-5 forms the

result of the preceding text (clauses 18.4-23.4). Another option is the return of

clause 24.1 to a higher level in the syntactic hierarchy than clause 23.4. This

would imply a separation between clauses 23.4 and 24.1. In that case, 24.1 can-

not be the result of the preceding, but must be coordinate. Anyhow, the func-

tion of il"l;" is, from a syntactic point of view, both introductory and articu-

late. It characterizes a text as a perspective text12• Clauses 24.2-24.5 are link-

ed together by an alternation of coordination and embedding.

Clauses 25.1-5 return to the level of clause 24.1. Finally clause 25.6 re-

turns to the level of clause 13.1-2. It forms the end of the part.

After having entered into the problems of accentuation and syntactic

hierarchy, we can carry out the first operation, that from clause to colon. For

this purpose, Van Grol states the following fundamental rules:

1. A clause with two, three or four stresses is regarded as a colon.

2. If a clause has more than four stresses, it forms two colons of two,

three of four stresses, divided according to the metrical restriction and syn-

tactical hierarchy.

3. If a clause has one stress, it forms a colon, together with another

clause of one, two or three stresses, or with two other clauses of one stress

each, which are connected with it, either by coordination or embedding or

both, while the other, theoretically possible, connection is excluded by the ab-

sence of embedding or coordination, or by prevailing complementary embedding

over coordination or of coordination over different kinds of embedding.



As several exegetes regard the text of Trito Isaiah as metrically irrigular,

it is debateble if we may use its metric details as a criterion for the division

of lines and strophes. We take as a basic assumption that metrical information

as such can never be a criterion for a division of lines and strophes. It can

only be used in connection with other criteria.

- The first role is obvious. Clauses with two, three or four stresses are

regarded as colons. This is usually the case.

- The second role concerning the division of clauses with more than four

stresses, occurs three times in Is 65:13-25:

Clause 17.1:ittzi," r'~'1tl"tzi," tl"~tziI~":l "))it-,,~6:2+2+2
The syntactical hierarchy permits two di~ions. To .let one of them pre-

vail over the other (ittz1,"f'~'I tl"tz1,"C"~tz1~":l "JJit-,,~ or
ittzi," r'~' tl"tzi," tl"~tzi/ N":l "J)it-"~),would conflict with the

rule of metrical restriction (4+2 of 2+4), which implies that the colons of
strophe does not vary more than one metrical unit. Yet in Trito Isaiah a

division of 4+2 (or, not very likely, 2+4) seems to be within the bounds
of possibility, due to the frequently occurring combination of colons of

four and two stresses.

Clause 18.4tz1'tz1~it~l1'I it?") tl?tzi,,"-n~ / ~":l "))it ,,~6:2+2+2
The syntactical hierarchy p~rmits tw~ divisions. If we let one of both

divisions (tz1'tz1~ it~l1' I it,,,) tl'tz1""-M ~":l "JJit"~ or

tz1'tz1~it~l" it?") C?tzi,,"-n~ I ~":l ,,))it"~) prevail over the other,
we come into conflict with the rule of metrical restriction (4+2 of 2+4).
Note the obsyrvation with regard to clause 17.1

Clause 19.3itpl1t"'p' "~:1?'p / "11 it:111~tZ.h-~t"6:3+3
The ~yntactical hierarchy also seems to permit a division between "~:l
and "pl This division also realize a grammatical balance, in a sense
that each colon contains an object. This division however, conflicts with

the metrical restriction (4+2). Therefore we choose the divsion 3+3. Note
the observation with regard to clause 17.1.

- The third rnle the combination of clauses with one stress, occurs five

times:

Clause 16.1+2 ,tzi~+ r'~:l ":ln~it 1 + 2: 3
Complementary embedded clauses, because clause 16.1is incomplete. A
combination of clause 16.1an~ 15.3~ not possible.

Clause 20.2+31pn + ,"~"-n~ ~,,~,,-~, ,tz1~1 + 3 :4
Complementary embedded clauses, because clause 20.2is incomplete. A
combination of the clauses 20.2and 20.1is possible (coordination), but

complementary imbedding comes before coordination.



Clause 21.1+2 mJTB WNBW + WBCJW 2 + 1: 3
Simple embedded clauses. Clauses 21.2 and 21.3 cannot be combined; clause

21.3 returns to a Jllgher IC?velin the syntactic hierarchy.

Clause 22.1+2 '~:l'lN' + :l~'l .,nN'1 + 2: 3
Simple embedded clauses. Clauses 22.1 and 21.4 cannot be combined;

Clauses 22.2 and 22.3 cannot be combined; clause 22.3 returns to a higher

level in the syntactic hierarchy.

Clause 22.3+4 '17~'l~6+ t,~N'l.,nN'1 + 2
Simple embedded clauses. Clauses 22.3 and 22.4 cannot be combined; Note

the observation with regard to cla~e 22.2.

Clause 25.4+5 '17"'l-N' + 'ltzj'p"iT-'~:l ,n'lntzj'l-Nt"1 + 4: 5
Coordination. Clauses 25.4 and 25.3 cannot be combined. The proposed

combination conflicts with the prosodic rule that a colon can have two,

three or four metrical units, but not five. We solve this problem by, after

combining clauses 25.4 and 25 5, taking up the rules for clauses with more

than four stresses: 'ltzj'p "iT-'~:l / ,n'lntzj'l-Nt"'17"'l-N' 5:3+2. Also
semantically, this is the most obvious categorization, Qecause

'ltzj'p iiT-r,~:l is a circumstantial clause both for '17"'l-N' and
,n'lntzj'l-Nt,,.

For the operation from colon to line, Van Grol has formulated four rules:

1. If two colons are connected by a relationship between sentences, by

coordination or by embedding, they form a bicolon or, together with the next

colon a tricolon, in case the next colon is not connected with the one that

follows but with the former colons.

2. If in a sequence of colons with coordination and/or embedding, there

is a choice of bicolon and tricolon, complementary embedding prevails over co-

ordination and coordination over a different kind of embedding.

3. If in a sequence of five colons or more with coordination, there is a

choice of bicolon and tricolon, the arrangement is determined by the exclusive

grammatical balance.

4. If a colon is in no way grammatically connected with another colon,

it forms a monocolon. In all other cases, we should at first disregard the pos-

sibility of a monoclon, as monocolons are tied to position and function and

very rare.

13aa monocolon: iT,iT'l'l~'N"~N-iT~1~t,
V. 13aa returns to a higher syntactical level than v. 12 (end), It can

therefore not be combined with that colon. V. 13aa cannot be combined

to form a tricolon, as v. 13ap, v. 13ay, v. 13b and v. 14 represent an ex-

clusive grammatical balance. As a monocolon, v. 13aa functions as an in-



troduction to the followiqg text.

13ap bicolon: ':Jv,n Cnl-t'1"~l-t., ".,:JVmi"t
Embedding. The first and second colon are connected by , (with adversa-

tive meaning). Opening of the first line: see v. 13aa. End of the line: v.

13ay' returns to a higher syntactic level that v. 13ap", so the two can-

not be connected. The exclusive grammatical balance between v. 13ap,

13ay and between v. 13b and v. 14 also determines the choice to combine

these colons to one line.

13ay bicolon: 'l-t~~n Cnl-t'l ,nw" ".,:JVmi"t
Embeddin~. Cf. v. 13ap.

13b bicolon: 'fZ1:JnCnl-t'1 ,n~fZ1"".,:JVmi"t
Embeddin& Cf. v. 13ap.

:t..4~tricolon: 1 :J,,?:Jl-t~~ 'pv~n Cnl-t'l :Jt,-:J'~~ '~l-t, ".,:JV mi"t
,"","n m, ':JfZ1~'

Double embedding. End of the line: v. 15 is embedded in v. 13ap-14.The

lines of v. 15 are connected by coordination. Coordination prevails over

embedding. Besides, vs. 14a'" and v. 14a" are chiastically connected. Cf. v.

13ap.
15a tricolon: 1mi"t., .,~.,l-t1n"~m 1 ","n:Jt, i"tV,:JWt,C~~W Cnmi"t'
,nl-t CWl-t,p., '''.,:JVt"

Coordination. The combination of the second and the third colon can be

seen as adversative to the first colon. Note the discussion on the syntac-

tical hierarchy of the text (section 4.2.1.2). Opening of the line: see v.

14. End of the line: the colons of v. 16a are connected by complementary

embedding, whereas v. 16aa is embedded in v. 15. Complementary embed-

ding prevails oVyrcoordination and other kinds of ~mbedding.

16aa bicolon: 1~l-t.,i"t,l-t:J1':Jn" 1 f'l-t:J 1':Jn~i"t 'fZ1l-t
Simple complementary embedding (v. 16aa' is the subjectclause ofv. 16aa").

16ap bicolon: 1~l-t.,i"tt,l-t:J17:JW"1y,l-t:J 17:Jw~m
Simple complementary embedding (v. 16ap' is the subjectclause ofv. 16ap").

16b bicolon: .,~.,V~"no~ .,~,1n'~Wl-t'i"tn,,~i"t ,n~w~ .,~
Coordination. Opening of the clause: v. 16b returns to a higher syntactic

level that v. 16app. End of the clause: v. 17a returns to a higher syntac-

tic level that v. 16pp. Moreover the colons of v. 16b form an exclusive

grammatic balance and the colons ofv.17a form a complete clause.
17a tricolon: i"tW.,ny,l-t'l c"W.,n C.,~W1l-t":J .,~~i"t-.,~

One clau~e.
17b bicolon: :J'-t,V m.,t,vn l-tt,'1 n'~Wl-t'i"tm'~in l-tt"

Coordination. Opening of the line: v. 17a forms one clause. End of the

line: v. 17b' and v. 17b" form an exclusive grammatic balance, which can-

not be combined with v. 18a'.
18a tricolon: l-t,,:J .,~~'W~I"V-""V ,t,.,), 1'fZ1"fZ1-c~-.,~

Coordination and embedding. Opening of the line: see v. 17b. End of the

line: v. 18a'" and v. 18b' cannot be combined because v. 18b returns to a



higher syntactic level.
18b tricolon: fO'fD~it~V' / itc,,,~CC,ui'i"-nN / Ni'::1 ,,~~it":;)

One clause.

19a bicolon: "~V::1"nfDfD'/ CC,ui'i"::1"nc'~,
Simple coordination with exclusive grammatical balance. Opening of the

line: the coordination of the colons is stronger than the embedding of v.

19a in v. 1Sb. End of the line: apart from the exclusive grammatical

balance of the colons of v. 19a, v. 19b forms one clause which cannot be

combined witJ.tv. 19a".

19b bicolon: itPVi "'P' ":;)::1c"p / ,'V it::1V~ui"-NC"
One clause.

20a bicolon: ,"~"-nN NC,~"-NC,iuiN lpi' / C"~"c,'V ,'V cui~ it"it"-NC,
Embedpjpg.

20b bicolon: ""p" mui itN~-l::1N~,nm / n,~" it~uiitN~-l::1i31~it":;)
Coordination ~th exclusive grammatical balance.

21a bicolon: C"i~ ":;)N' C"~i:;) 'V~~' / '::1ui'"C"n::1'~::1'
Simple coordination with eJfclusivegrammatical Qalance.

22a bicolon: C,:;)N"inN' 'V~" N' / ::1ui"inN' '~::1"N"
Coordination wfth exclusive grammatical balance.

22b bicolon: "i"n::1"::1" Cit"," itfDV~'/ "~V "~,,YVit"~":;)-":;)
Coordination End of the line: the colons of v. 23a form an exclusive

grammatical balan~, avd cannot be comQined with v. 22b".

23a bicolon: it,it::1c, ",,, N" / P"it, 'V~""N"
Coordination with exclusive grammatical balance.

23b bicolon: CnNCit"N~N~' / it~it it,it" ":;)'i::1Vii ":;)
Coordination. End of the line: the coordination of the colons of v. 23b

prevails over the embedding of v. 24 in v. 23b. Moreover, in clauses 24.1

and 24.2, we find complementary embedding.

24 bicolon: V~uiN "~N'C"::1'~Cit ,'V/ mVN "~N''NiP"-Ci~ it"it,
Embedding. In the first colon of v. 24, there is a double embedding, the

former of which is complementary. The second colon of this line shows

simple embedding. End of the line: v. 24b" cannot be combined with v.

25a', because v. 25ft' returns to a higher syntactic level.

25a tricolon:. / l::1n ':;)N" ip::1:;) it"iN' / ,nN:;) 'Vi" itc,~, ::1Ni,~nc'i~V wm,
Coordination. Opening of the line: v. 25a returns to a higher syntactic

level, so it cannot be combined with v. 24b". End of the line: the second

colon of v. 25b is complementary embedded in the first colon.

Complementary embeQding prevails ovef coordinat\on.

25ba-p' bicolon: "ui'p iit-":;)::1/ ,n"nui"-N" 'Vi"-N'
Complementary embedding. End of the line:v. 25bP" returns to a higher

syntactic level.

25bP"monocolon: it,it" i~N
V. 25bP" returns to a higher syntactic level than v. 25ba-b' (it returns to



the level of v. 13a). V. 25ba-b' and v. 25bP" cannot be combined. V. 25bP"

cannot be combined with Is 66:1 either. So, here we must speak of a mo-

nocolon. This monocolon represents the end of a piece of text.

For the operation from line to strophe, Van Grol has formulated five

rules:

1. If two lines are connected by coordination or embedding, they form

either a two-line strophe or a three-line strophe with the one that follows,

providing the latter is connected with the preceding and not with the fo-
llowing lines.

2. If in a sequence of lines, connected by coordination and/or embed-

ding, the third line is connected with the preceding line as well as with the

fourth, it is a matter of two-line strophes, provided the fourth and fifth lines

are not connected.

3. If in a sequence of lines, connected by coordination and/or embed-

ding, we have the option of two and three-line strophes, complementary em-

bedding prevails over coordination and coordination over other kinds of embed-

ding.

4. If in a sequence of five or more lines, connected by coordination,

we have the option of two and three-line strophes, the division is determined

by exclusive grammatical balance.

5. If a line is in no way connected with another line, it forms a

one-line strophe. In all other cases, we should be very careful with the nomi-

nation of one-line strophes, as they are tied to position and function and

quite rare.

strophe 1 13aa ii'ii'l 'lJi~ i~~-ii~ 1~t,
V. 13aa forms a monocolon. In the operation from colon to line, we have

separated this colon from v. 13ap. The exclusive grammatical balance of v.

13ap, v. 13ay, v. 13b and v. 14 determines the exclusion of v. 13aa from

this sequence. Thus, it forms the first strophe of Is 65:13-25, consisting

of only one line. This is functional, as v. 13aa forms the introduction of

a larger piece of text.

strophe 2 13ap '~Vin cn~, / ,t,~~'l 'li~V iiJii
13ay ,~~~n cn~, / ,nfZi'l'li~V iiJii

strophe 3 13b ifZi~ncn~, / 'M~fu'l'li~V itJii
14a / ~t, ~~~~ 'pv~n cn~, / ~" ~,tQ~ 'J~i 'li~V iiJii

,t,'lt,'lnmi i~fZi~'
V. 13ap-14a form a sequence of lines, which are connected by coordina-

tion and exclusive grammatical balance. The lines have a stereotype pat-



tern, opening the first colon of each lines with "1.,:11:mil and the second

colon with CrI~l The third colon of v. 14 is a variation on this pattern

in a sense that it continues the second colon of v. 14 in a chiastic way.

A slight demarcation can be made between v. 14 and v. 15. The lines of

v. 15a-16ap are connected with v. 13a(3-14by embedding, but embedding is

a looser connection than coordination. Besides, v. 15-16ap form no part of

the grammatical balance of v. 13a(3-14.V. 15a abandons the stereotype

pattern (ydb( hnh in fIrst colon and MT)w in the second colon) and the

verb form changes. In v. 13a(3-14we fmd just imperfectives, whereas v.

15a opens with a perfect consecutive. The clause type changes also: CNC
in v. 13ap-14, VC in v. 15a'.

V. 13ap-14 would form a four-line strophe. However, this conflicts with

the prosodic rule, putting that a strophe consists of one, two or three

lines. We can apply the above mentioned second rule for the operation

from line to strophe to the division of these four lines: It reads as fol-

lows: if in a sequence of coordinated lines, the third line (in this case v.

13b) is connected with both the previous lines (v. 13a(3-c) and the fourth

line (v. 14a), which is not connected with the fIfth (v. 15) though, it is a

matter of two-line strophes. Therefore, we have split up these four lines

(v. 13ap-14a) in two two-line strophes: v. 13a(3-13ay and v. 13b-14a. This

division is supported by the semantic details of the text. The contradic-

tion of "to eat/to drink" and "to hunger/to thirst are only found in the

second strophe (v. 13a(3-13ay), while the third strophe (v. 13b-14a) is

dominated by a different contradiction: to rejoice/to sing for gladness as

opposed to being ashamed/crying out for pain of heart/wailing for anguish

of spirit.

The arrangement of the third strophe (v. 13ap-14a) conflicts with the rule

of metric restriction as formulated by Van Gro!' For in this strophe, we

fInd a colon of two metrical units as well as one of four metrical units

(3+2/4+3+3). However, the total of prosodic, syntactic and semantic details
are evident for the above mentioned division and outweigh the rule of

metrical restriction.

strophe 4 15 "I)"~ 1r1"1~il1/"Ii"lM:1t,il1:':1tth C~~~ Crlmil1

iM~ cPJi ~iJ"I '''I.,:11:t"/ il1il"
16aa 1~~"ilt,~:1 i:1.rI"/ ri~:1 1i?Mil i~~
16ab 1~~"ilt,~:1 :1ttr / t'~:11::itti)il1

In v. 15 the stereotype pattern of colons and lines of v. 13a(3-14is aban-

doned. The opening of this strophe does remind of the previous strophes

by sound association: the opening words of the colons of the lines of v.

13ap-14 (mil and CrI~') seem to have been joined together in the open-

ing words ofv. 15 (Crlmil1).

The lines of this strophe are connected by a combination of embedding

and coordination. V. 16ap is coordinated to v. 16aa, while together these



lines are embedded !n v. 15a b¥ iWN.We notice the semantic relation be-
tween v. 15 (il17':ltDand 17:ltD).The suggested strophe (v. 15-16ap) con-

flicts with the rule of metrical restriction, because this strophe includes a

colon of four as well as one of two metrical units (4+3+3/3+3/2+3). How-
ever, prosodic, syntactic and semantic data of the text would produce a
prosodically less regular image, and in addition, the division would con-

flict with other textual information.

strophe 5 16b "J"17~'inOJ ,,~, I n'JWNiil n'i~il ,n~WJ ,,~
For two reasons v. 16b cannot be connected with strophe 4. In the first

place, v. 16b returns to a higher level in the syntactic hierarchy and

secondly, according to the prosodic rules, a four-line strophe is not pos-

sible. Neither can v. 16b be connected with the next strophe (v. 17a-18a),

because v. 17a returns to a higher syntactical level than v. 16b. That's

why we presume v. 16b is a one-line strophe. This is within the possibili-

ties of prosodic rules, if at least the line has a distinct function at the

opening or at the end of a piece of text. V. 16b forms the end of v.

13b-16ap, and is a commentary on (or a summery of) v. 13b-14. At the

same time, it has a close semantic relationship with the following part of

the text. Thematically, the troubles return in v. 20a, v. 22a and v. 23a.

See also hurt and destroy in v. 25bp. n'JWNiil as well as n~w (to

forget) occur in v. 17b. Thus, v. 16b functions as a hinge in the text of

Is 65:13-25. It both concludes v. 13-16ap and prepares v. 17-23. It is a

postscript as well as a title.

strophe 6 17a ilWin fiN' I C"Win C"~WI Ni':l "JJil-"~
17b :l~-~17 m"t:i17nN~'I n'JWNiil mi~rn N~'

18a Ni':l ''IN iWN I i17-"i17 '~")' I 'tlrfZrCN-"~
The strophe forms a sequence of clauses, connected by a combination of

embedding and coordination. In v. 18b the text returns to a higher syn-

tactic level. The coordinating lines v. 17b and v. 18a are embedded in v.

17a. They describe the result of the action in v.; 17a, ftrst in a negative

(v. 17b) and then in a positive way (v. 18a). Within the strophe we can

point out a balance between v. 17a and v. 18a, in a sense that in v. 17a

we ftnd the suffix 1st sg and the participle Ni:l, and in v. 18a the pro-
noun 1st sg and the participle Ni:l. Furthermore the two objects in v. 17a

balance with the two verbs in v. 18a. Besides, the strophe balances with

the next strophe, both with respect to content and style.

strophe 7 18b fz1'fz1~ il~17' I il~") C~W'i"-nN I Ni':l "JJil ,,~
19a "~17:l"nfz1fz1' I C~W'i":l "n?),
19b ilp17t~'P'"~:l ~'PI i'17 il:l17~rzj"-N~'

The lines of this strophe are connected by a combination of embedding

and coordination. V. 19a and v. 19b together, are embedded in v. 18b.



They describe the results of the action, described in v. 18b. According to

the rule for textual hierarchy that coordination prevails over embedding,

we should take into account the possibility to make a demarcation be-

tween v. 18b and v. 19ab. Due to its return to a higher level in the tex-

tual hierarchy, v. 18b cannot be combined with the preceding line. This

would result in a one-line strophe. However, one-line strophes are rare

and must have a distinct function in the text (see rule 5 of the operation

from line to strophe). It is therefore preferable to combine v. 18b with v.

19ab. In fact, this is the application of the first rule of the operation

from line to strophe.

The unity of the strophe is confirmed by data with respect to content. V.

18b and v. 19a are connected by parallels: most words of the second and

third colon of v. 18b return in a different order and form in v. 19a. The

pattern is: A (ab) B(cd) II A'(ba) B'(dc). The structure of this strophe is

comparable with that of the preceding strophe. After the description of

an act of God (v. 18b; cf. v. 17a), follows a description of the results of

this act in a positive (v. 19a; cf. v. 18a) and a negative way (v. 19b; cf.

v. 17b). In this strophe as well as in the preceding one, we find passive

forms of the verb in lines which describe in a negative way the results

of the acts of God.

strophe 8 20a ~C,~'I-~6 jtO~ 1pn / C'I~'IC,'17"17 CtO~it'lit'l-~c,
''I~'I-r1~

20b jT~tOit~~-l:1 ~~,nit1 / r1'~'1itJtOit~~-l:1 j17~it 'I~
,c,p'l

The lines of this two-line strophe are connected by coordination. Like in

the last two lines of the preceding strophe, the results of the acts of

God are described fIrst in a negative way (v. 20a), and then in a positive

way (v. 20b). The strophe forms a semantic unit. It deals with the life

span of the people. This theme comes up for the fIrst time in Is 65:13-25

at this particular place and thereafter it does not occur until v. 22b. In

each colon of this strophe, we fmd an expression of time. In the fIrst

line, we see a form of thfCword C''I (day): ~'I~it (v. 2Oa') and ''I~'I (v.
2Oal'). In the second line we see the word itJfZl(year): it~fZlit~~ 1:1(v.
2Ob' and v. 20b"). In the fIrst colons of both lines we find words with

respect to a person of an early age: C'I~'It,'17 (v. 2Oa) and j17~it. (v;.,o >:»

strophe 9 21 C'IjE),c,~~, C'I~j~ '17~~'/ ':1tO'I'C'Ir1:1'~:1'
22a c,~~'1jn~, '17~'I~c, / :1tO'Ijn~, '~:1'1~c,

The lines of the ninth strophe are connected by coordination with exclu-

sive grammatical balance. Each colon has two verbs. Besides, the

recurring pattern of each colon is a main clause followed by a

consecutive subordinate clause. Also semantically, this strophe forms a

close unit. Here the subject "work" comes up for the first time and after



this it is repeated, be it in other words, in the second colon of v. 22b.

The use of words in strophe 9 confirms the unitiy of the strophe. In both

lines we find the same verbs (i'1J), :1tzi", rm~ and t,:>N). Like the

preceding strophe, this one describes the results of the acts of God in v.

lSb, first in a positive (v. 21) and then in a negative way (v. 22a).

strophe 10 22b "'''M:1 ,t,:1" Cl'T'i' i'tfD1:~'I "~1:"~,,f1:i't ,,~":>-":>
23a i'tt,i't:1t,"t,,, Nt" I p",t, ,1:)""Nt,

The lines of this strophe are connected by coordination. The strophe

opens with a NC. Here the themes life span and work, both come up in

chiastic order (ab//b'a': life span-work II work-life span). The results of
Gods interference in v. lSb are first described in postive words (v. 22b)

and then in negative words (v. 23a).

strophe 11 23b CnN Ci't"N~N~'I i't~i't i't1i't"":>,,:11:t, ":>
24 C":1}~ Ci't ,,1: I i'1J1:N "~N' 'N'P"-C'~ i't"i't'

1:~toN"~N'
The lines of this strophe are problably connected by embedding (see the

discussion in section 4.2.1.2). Like the preceding one, this strophe opens

with a NC. In both lines, we find the personal pronoun 3rd pI.: i't~i't (v.
23b') and Ci't (vo 24b). After the both positive and negative descriptions
of the results of the act of God in v. lSb, this strophe is exclusively

positive.

strophe 12 25a I l=ln t,:>N: 'p:1:> i't"'N' I 'MN:> ,1:," i'tt,~, :1Nt,~h"'£)1: toM~'
25ba-b' "tzi,p ,i't-t,:>:1 I ,n"Mtzi"-Nt" '1:'''-Nt,

The lines of this strophe are connected by coordination. In v. 25bP", the

text returns to a higher syntactic level. Although v. 25bP" ends up with a

one-line strophe, in this case this can be justified, as v. 25bb" forms a

conlusion of a larger piece of text. The unity of this twelfth strophe (v.

25ab) is strengthened for reasons of an intertextual nature. V. 25ab is a

(partial) quotation ofIs 11:6-9.

strophe 13 25bP" i't1i't"'~N
See the discussion under strophe 11. The question is though, whtether we

should call such a short piece of text a strophe (cf. v.13a).

In the division of stanzas of Is 65:13-25, we leave the opening colon (v.

13an: i't'i't" "~'N '~N i't:> 1:>~ and the concluding colon (v. 25bP":

'~N i't1i't")aside. These colons function as the opening, respectively the con-



elusion of Is 65:13-25, but are not relevant for the division of strophes and

stanzas.
The following scheme represents the text in prosodic structure, the last

colomn indicating the metric structure: [s] = strophe en [S] = stanza.

13ap

13ay

13b

14a

16aa

16ab

17a

17b

18a

18b

19a

19b

20a

20b

21

22a

22b

23a

it1i1""~i~ '~~-i1~ 1~C,

'::l17,ncn~, 1 ,c,~~""i::l17mi1
,~~~n cn~, 1 ,ntd""i::l17mi1

,td::ln cn~, 1 'M~fD""i::l17mi1
1 ::lc,::l~~~'p17~ncn~, 1 ::lc,::l'~~,~~, "i::l17mi1
,c,,,c,"nm, '::ltd~,

1 it1i1"'i~i~ ,n"~it11 "'''M::lC,i117'::ltdC,c~~tdCnM~it1
'M~ ctd~'Jr;"'''i::l17C"
1~~"i1C,~::l'::l.n"Il"~::l ,,?n~i1 ,td~
1~~"i1C,~::l::lflJ'l1t'~::l17:itl.'~it1

"~"17~"no~ ,,~,1n'~td~'i1 n"~i1 ,n~td~,,~

i1tdinr'~'1c"tdin c"~td1~"::l "~~i1-"~
::lC,-C,l1m"?17n~c"1n'~td~'i1m'~iM ~c"
~"::l ,,~~,td~ 1 i17-"i17,c,,,~,1 'flrfl'-C~-"~

fD'fD~i1~17'1 i1C,,,~Cc,td,,"-n~ 1~"::l "~~i1,,~
"~17::l"nfDfD'l Cc,td,,"::l"nc'~,
i1p17ic"p, "~::lc"p 1i'17 i1::l17~td"-~C"

,"~"-n~ ~c,~,,-~c,,td~ lPi' 1C"~"C,'17i'17 ctd~ i1"i1"-~C,
c,c,p"mtd i1~~-l::l~~,nti, 1n'~" mtd i1~~-P '17~i1,,~

C"'~ ,c,~~, C"~,~ '17~~'1 '::ltd",C"n::l'~::l'
c,~~",n~, '17~"~c,1 ::ltd",n~, '~::l"~c,

","n::l,c,::l"Ci1"i"i1fD17~'1"~17"~,,Y17i1,,~,,~-,,~
i1C,i1::lc,'iC,,,~c" 1p",c, '17~""~c,

23b cn~ Ci1"~~~~'1 i1~i1i1,i1""~"::l17i' ,,~ s
24 17~td~,,~~,C"::li~Ci1i'171 m17~,,~~,'~'P"-C'~ i1"it1

25a ,~nc' '~17tdmv 1::lnc,~~"'P::l~ i1"'~Vin~~ '17'"i1C,~,::l~i sSVI
25ba-b' "tdip 'i1-C,~::l1~n"ntd"-~?''17'''-~C,



Is 65:13ap-25bW consists of six stanzas of a quiet regular structure, with

regard to the prosody. Stanza III finds itself in the centre of the text. It is a

stanza of two three-line strophes. This long six-line stanza is surrounded by

four stanzas of four lines each. Stanza I (v. 13ap-14), stanza IV (v. 2Oa-22a)

and stanza V (v. 22b-24) each consist of two two-line strophes. Stanza II (v.

15-16) consists of a three-line strophe and a one-line strophe. Only the last

stanza of the text (v. 25) is shorter and consists of only one two-line strophe.

Stanza I (v. 13ap-14) consists of lines which are highly identical in struc-

ture. The colons are ordened by means of a stereotype pattern, which only ap-

pears in the fIrst stanza. The colons are alternately introduced by

'1-':117 mjt and Cl"ll'tl Only v. 14a'" shows a slight deviation. This can be
accounted for by the concluding function of this colon.

Stanza II (v. 15-16) abandons the characteristic structure of the fIrst

stanza, although its opening is linked up with this fIrst stanza by sound asso-

ciation: MTxnhw combines hnh and MT). This stanza is less regular than the

other stanzas. The second strophe of this stanza (v. 16b) is shorter than the

fIrst (v. 15-16a). Moreover, the function of v. 16b seems to pass the limits of

this stanza. It concludes stanzas I-II (v. 13ap-16a) and introduces stanzas

III-VI (v. 17a-25b).

Stanza III (v. 17-18a) is clearly a unit. The two strophes of this stanza

are connected by a semantic balance, showing the pattern ABC A'C'B'. The

symbol A is indicated to lines describing an act of God, introduced by

l'ti':1 '1jjjt '1~ ("For behold, I create": v. 17a and v. 18b). The symbol B is

indicative to lines, describing the results of this act in a negative way and is

introduced by l'tt;" The events do not longer take place. The symbol C, at

last, is indicative to lines describing the positive results of the act of God.

And act of rejoicing of the people (v. 18a) and of God (v. 19a). The element A

does not occur but in this stanza, whereas the elements B and C occur in the

following stanzas as well.

Stanza W (v. 20a-22a) contains two themes, each of them covering a

separate strophe. In strophe 8 (v. 2Oa-b) we find the theme span of life, while

in strophe 9 (v. 21-22a) we find the theme work. In the following stanzas

these two themes together covers one strophe. In this stanza the elements B

and C of stanza III are worked out in detail. The negative description of the

results of the act of God (element B) is found in v. 20a and v. 22a; the pos-

itive description (element C) in v. 20b and v. 21. Thus, this stanza shows a

chiastic ordening of the lines: BC-C'B'.



Stanza V (v. 22b-24) forms, with regard to the syntax, a unit, sofar as

both strophes open with a NC, introduced by .,~ (v. 22b' and v. 23b). This NC

includes an utterance about the people. The rest of the text is a description of

the result of this utterance: pleasure out of work, no efforts to no avail, no

production of children to be brought in ruin (v. 22b"-23b); before they call and

speak, God will answer and hear (v. 24). The unity of this stanza is confirmed

by two semantic lines. The first line runs from tree (v. 22b: T17ii) via seed (v.

23b: 17iT) to offspring (v. 23b: CjT"N~N~': also sprout; shoot). The second line

runs from my people (v. 22b) via my chosen (v. 22b) to the blessed of the

Lord (v. 23b). The themes span of life and work occur in strophe 10 (v.

22b-23a): in v. 22b' and 23a" we find the theme span of life and in v. 22b" and

v. 23a' the theme work. Like stanza VI, this stanza elaborates the elements B

and C of stanza III. The negative description of the results of the act of God

(element B) is found in v. 23a; the positive description (element C) in v. 22b

and v. 23b-24. Thus, the elements B and C in this stanza show an ordening ac-

cording to the pattern CBC". In this stanza, the positive description prevails.

Stanza VI (v. 25) consists of only one strophe. It is shorter than the

other stanzas. This can be explained for by its concluding function. Besides,

the intertextual connection between this stanza and Is 11:6-9 might be

responsible for its somewhat isolated position from the rest of the text.

In the following scheme, we summarize the devision of stanzas in Is

65:13-25:

1 (13aa)

I 2 (13ap-ay)

3 (13b-14)

II 4 (15-16a)

5 (16b)

2

2

3

1 (B)

3 ABC

3 A'B'

2 B'C'

2 C'B"

2 C"B"

2 C'"

142

III 6 (17-18a)

7 (18b-19)

IV 8 (20)

9 (21-22a)

V 10 (22b-23a)

11 (23b-24)



12 (25)

13 (25bP")

In a previous article we have, by means of some stylistic details, pointed

out the close unity of Is 65:17-2313•

In this text, which has a clear-cut structure, three frequently recurring

elements can be pointed out. Sigla A points at lines in which an incidence of

intervention by God is described, introduced by Ni'::1 'lJJit'l~ ("For behold,
I create": v. 17a and v. 18b). Sigla B points at lines in whi.ch an pvent is des-

cribed which does not take place anymore, introduced by N' or N',.The neg-
ation is each time repeated twice (v. 17b; v. 19b-20a; v. 22a; v. 23a). F"mally,

sigla C points at lines which are introduced by 'l~ (in v. 18a: CN-'l~),in these

an event is described which is contrary to that in B (v. 18a; vv. 2Ob-21; v.

22b; v. 23b).
Examaning the structure, it is remarkable that element A only occurs

twice, whereas the elements B and C occur four times each. Besides it strikes

that the elements A, B and C are twice as long in v. 18b-21b (A',B',C') as the

same elements in the rest of the text (1 line :: 2 lines).

The stylistic division of the text according to these semantic elements

gives occasion to the supposition of a division in strophes of Is 65:17-23,

which is different compared to the one we found above through prosodic and

grammatical and syntactical data:

A (v. 17a)

A'(v. 18b-19a)

B"(v.22a)

B'''(v.23a)

B (v.l7b)

B'(v. 19b-20a)

C"(v.22b)

C'''(v.23b)

C (v. 18a)

C'(v. 2Ob-21)

However, this alternative structure of Is 65:17-23 according to the most

obvious semantic information, also present us with a few problems:

1. Sigla C points at lines which are introduced by 'l~.The question is,

however, whether we should class CN-'l~ (v. 18a) with 'l~ (v. 2Ob; v. 22b; v.

23b). Moreover, the lines of sigla A are also introduced by 'l~ (v. 17a and v.

18b: 'lJJit'l~).

2. Sigla C includes the description of an event which is contrary to

that in B, we said before. However, we should ask if this is right. See, for in-

stance, the sigla B' (v. 19b-20a) and C'(v. 2Ob-21). V. 2Ob' might be considered

13 J.T.A.G.M. VAN RUlTEN, The Influence and Development ofIs 65,17

into 1 En. 91,16, in: J. VERMEYLEN (ed.), The Book of Isaiah. Le Livre d'Isai'e.

Les oracles et leurs relectures. Unite et complexite de l'ouvrage (BETL

LXXXI), Leuven 1989,161-166.



a contradiction of v. 20a', but which is the contradiction in the other colons

of C' in relation to the colons of B'?

3. The return of the text to a higher level in the syntactic hierarchy

in v. 20 (~6),which causes a syntactic demarcation with the previous clause,

has been disregarded in this structure.

However, the recurring s,uccession of two n~gati9ns in Is 65:17-~ remains

a strikipg detail: v. 17b (2x ~"), vs. 19b-20a (~'V~'),v. 22a (2x ~") and v.

23a (~"V~?).This, plus the fact that the double negation is each time fol-

lowed by 'l~ (except for v. 18a (C~-'l~» is however striking enough to at least

consider a possible influence of such stylistic details in the structure of Is

65:13-25. Should we speak here of one structure beside another?

In this article, we have tried to determine the structure of Is 65:13-25,

by means of the prosodic, the syntactic and the semantic details of the text.

So far, little is known about the function of the syntactic hierarchy in the

structure of texts. Therefore, further discussion into the syntactic hierarchy of

Is 65:13-25 is most advisable. We are uncertain about a few points ourselves. A

different decision as to specific points may cause a different structure of the

text.

Now we return to the question about the position of v. 16b and v. 24-25

in this text.

We have pointed out the uncertainty in the current studies about the po-

sition of v. 16b in the structure of this chapter. According to some, v. 16b be-

longs to the preceding text (v. 13-16a), according to others it forms the

beginning ofv. 17-23(25) (section 3.1).

We have shown that the two colons of v. 16b forms one line (section

4.3), and most probably also one strophe (section 4.4). Together with the pre-

ceding one (v. 15-16a), this strophe forms a stanza (see section 4.5). The des-

cription of the syntactic hierarchy of the clauses (section 4.2.1.2) explains

that v. 16b belongs to a higher textual level than v. 16a. therefore, v. 16b and

v. 16a are unlikely to form one strophe. V. 16b is connected with the

i1~i1-clauses of v. 13ap-14. We were, however, not sure whether this was a

connection by coordination of by embedding. Besides, as to syntax, we were

not completely sure, if either v. 17a returns to a higer syntactical level than

v. 16b, or both lines are on the same level. In the ftrst case, it would be im-

possible for v. 16b and v. 17a to form one strophe, which in the second case

they could indeed. As there are also prosodic arguments against a connection



of v. 16b and v. 17a, the categorization of v. 16b as one strophe seems to be

the most likely option.

From a semantic point of view, v. 16b functions as the conclusion of

stanza n (v. 15-16b) or of the two stanzas I and n (v. 13ap-l6b). It is a com-
mentary on and a summary of what precedes.

At the same time, v. 16b functions as an introduction to v. 17-25. It gi-

ves a summery of the contents of these verses. We can point out a number of

semantic connections between v. 16b and v. 17-25: rmtli~.,it 11,.,~it (the for-
mer troubles) anticipates on v. 17b; v. 19b-20a; v. 22a and v. 23a. Possibly, we
should include v. 25bP" (17.,",mtli).Apart from v. 16b, in TJ this form of

ltli~.,) (11'Jtli~.,:fem. plur., plus the article) only occurs in v. 17c. Cf. n~tli
(to forget) v. 17b (m.,~i1'"l~t;" ~?-t,17 m"?1711 ~~'I) and .,110(to hide) v.
19b ("17 it~ 17~tli"-17t,,)and v. 20a ("17 ctli~ it"it"-~">.

Summarizing, we find that on the one hand, v. 16b is included in the

prosodic structure of Is 65:13ap-16a. The line is linked to v. 13ap-14 on the

level of syntactic hierarchy. Besides, v. 16b forms a strophe, and with the pre-

ceding strophe (v. 15-16a) the strophe is combined to a stanza. On the other

hand, semantically speaking, v. 16b seems to run ahead of the events in v.

17-23. All this might be an indication for a hinge function of v. 16b. It con-

cludes v. 13-16a and at the same time it introduces v. 17-23. It is a postscript

to v. 13-16a, while at the same time it forms the title ofv. 17-23 (25).

There is uncertainty concerning the place of v. 24-25 in the structure of

this chapter. According to some neither v. 24 nor v. 25 belongs to the structu-

re of Is 65:13-23. According to others it does belong to the structure of this

chapter indeed (section 3. 2).

In the description of the syntactic hierarchy of the clauses (section 4. 2.

1. 2) we have pointed out that v. 25bP" returns to the level of v. 13aa. To-

gether, v. 13aa and 25bP form the framework of v. 13ab-25bp. We were uncer-

tain about the position of v. 24 in the syntactic hierarchy. Which is the con-

nection of hyhw with the preceding text? Could this be a case of embedding?

If so, v. 24 describes the consequence of what precedes (v. 18b-23), and v. 24

and v. 23b might form one strophe. However, we may not ignore the possibility

that v. 24 returns to a higher level in the syntactical hierarchy than v. 23b.

This would imply a division between v. 23b and v. 24 and, as consequence, the

impossibility of v. 23b and v. 24 forming one strophe. In section 4.3 we have

shown that the colons of v. 24 form one line (bicolon), whereas the colons of

v. 25 form three lines (tricolon, bicolon and monocolon). In section 4.4 we

have suggested the possibility of v. 24 and v. 23b forming one strophe. The

ftrst two lines of v. 25 also form a strophe, while the last line of v. 25 (as a



strophe?) concludes the whole piece of text. V. 23b-24 form a stanza together

with the preceding strophe (v. 22b-23a), while v. 25a-bW form the last stanza

of the section as an independent strophe (section 4.5).

A different decision on the level of syntactic hierarchy may have its ef-

fect on the division in stanzas and strophes. If M'lin (v. 24a) returns to a

higher syntactic level than v. 23b a combination of v. 24 and v. 23b is impos-

sible. In that case a different strophe categorization of Is 65:22b-25 is pos-

sible: v. 22b together with v. 23b, and v. 24 together with v. 25. This would

make v. 22b-25 consist of two three-line strophes. Together they form one

six-line stanza.

In section 4.4 we have stated the arguments for the first mentioned

division of strophes. For the alternative division we can give the following

arguments:

1. The textual elements we have indicated by the sigla A, B en C (sec-

tion 4.5) only occur in Is 65:17-23. This piece of text forms a close semantic

and stylistic unit.

2. Two semantic lines connects v. 23b with v. 22b-23a. The first line

runs from tree (v. 22b: l"17il) via seed (v. 23b: 17ir) to offspring (v. 23b:

eM'l~~~~'). The second fine runs from my people (v. 22b) via my chosen (v.

22b) to the blessed of the Lord (v. 23b). These semantic lines are not con-

tinued into v. 24. This might be an argument for the combination of v. 23b

and v. 22b-23a in one strophe.

3. Elements of v. 24-25 have there counterpart in elements of Is 65,

outside Is 65:13-25, namely v. 12 en y. 1: ~iP: v. lap; v. 12ap; m17: v. 12a,P;
i:J': v. 12ap, vgl. v. lab (i~~); 17~tZ1:v. 12aP (cf. v. 19b); M17iI t,~~I en'?-
v. lOa <1~~M'~"; ip:J f:Ji~, cf. v. 13ap--y;v. 21b; v. 22a; M17i:v. 12b; nntli:
cf. v. 12b (fDn for contrast?). V. 1, v. 12 and v. 24-25 form the framework of

Is 65. In this framework the relationship of God and his audience comes up

explicitely. In the course of Is 65, the relationship between God and his au-

dience seems to become more and more close. Here the contradiction in v. 12b

and v. 25bP is particularly striking.

4. In a division in two three-line strophes together forming one stanza

(v. 22b-23b and v. 24-25b) we notice the analogy in length with stanza ill (v.

17-19): two strophes of three lines each. Also with respect to content, stanza

ill and v. 22b-25 have several things in common. In both stanzas the relation-

ship of God and the people is given particular attention. In stanza ill God

makes Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy (v. 18b); God rejoices about

the renewing of Jerusalem (v. 19a). In v. 19a"my people is mentioned, whereas

in v. 22b both my people and my chosen are mentioned, in v. 23c the blessed

of the Lord and in v. 24: Before they call I will answer, while they are yet

speaking I will hear. The intermediate stanza (v. 20-22a) is much more de-

tached in tone. It deals with the span of life of the people and their work.

There is also a connection between the complaint in v. 19b that will no

longer be heard ("no longer will be heard the call of crying and the call of



weeping") and v. 24 ("Before they call I will answer, while they are yet speak-

ing I will hear'). The complaint will no longer be uttered because God

answers and hears, even before they call and while they are yet speaking.

Besides, there is the similarity of Jerusalem (v. 18b and v. 19a) and the moun-
tain o/my glory (v.25b).

Whichever division of v. 22b-25 is preferred, it may be clear that v.

24-25 are prosodically, syntactically and also semantically included in the

structure of Is 65:13-25. Besides, these verses show connections, particularly
with v. 1 and v. 12, which pass the limits of Is 65:13-25 V. 24-25 together

with v. 1 and v. 12 form the framework of Is 65.

This is not the moment to go into the place of v. 25a more specifically;

it should be discussed in its intertextual relationship with Is 11:9.2.
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